

Excerpt from Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Technologies of Storytelling: New Models for Movies, 10 Va. Sports & Ent. L.J. 106 (2010).
II. Creation
A. Narrative theory
A story is “a detailed, character-based narration of a character's struggles to overcome obstacles and reach an important goal.” [FN13] As one experienced and respected Hollywood producer and screenwriter says:
On occasion we read or see works of excellence, but for the most part we weary of . . . walking out of films soothing our disappointment with 'But it was beautifully photographed' . . . . Flawed and false storytelling is forced to substitute spectacle for substance, trickery for truth. Weak stories, desperate to hold audience attention, degenerate into multimillion-dollar razzle-dazzle demo reels . . . . For writers who can tell a quality story, it's a seller's market--always has been, always will be. [FN14]
Literary critics have been trying to improve on what Aristotle had to say *114 about narrative 3,000 years ago, but have added little essential value.
Aristotle asserted that good stories must have the following characteristics:
 -Unity of plot [FN15]
-Nothing incidental or not necessary [FN16]
-Episodes must be (a) probable and (b) necessary. [FN17]
-Surprise is necessary to stir emotions. [FN18]
-Elements must include
-Perepeteia, a change in direction
-Recognition, e.g. from affection to enmity
-Pathos: destruction or pain. [FN19] Good narrative must arouse fear or pity. [FN20] Pathos must involve people closely connected to either other but not to strangers or enemies.
Characters must be:
 -Morally good
-Suitable
-Life-like
-Consistent, in that their behavior reflects their traits. [FN21]
-There must be a complication in each character's pursuit of his goals. [FN22]
Twenty-first century writers and their teachers know that Aristotle was right about characters. The audience must be able to relate to the characters. That may involve identifying with them, loving them, hating them, or caring about what happens to them.
Incorporating these principles into a story suggests the following “Scribean” [FN23]structure--the “story arc”:
 *115 -Exposition to introduce the character and the environment
-Identification of the character's goal or objective
-Identification of an obstacle that the character must overcome to achieve the goal
-One or more complications or obstacles
-A crisis
-Resolution (“denouement”)
There are often multiple stories in a single narrative. Each has its own story arc.
Exposition introduces the audience to the plot and the characters. Conflict must appear in the exposition and/or in the rising action and may be between one character and another, between a character and himself, or between a character and society or destiny. The rising action builds suspense leading to the climax. The climax is the point of highest tension, triggering the action in which a solution is found or doom approaches. The falling action after the climax in a tragedy shows the effects of the catastrophe. The denouement is the resolution of the story. It provides release for the audience. It follows the climax and the falling action and precedes the ending. In stories with a surprise ending, there may be no denouement.
Lee Roddy offers the following template for teachers teaching creative writing to primary school students:
 The first “O”: OBJECTIVE. The beginning introduces five necessary elements: (1) a changed Situation, (2) an affected and motivated main Character, (3) his Problem, (4) the Objective of solving the problem, and (5) a Decision to go for the tangible Objective, which ends the first part of the story.
 *116 The second “O”: OBSTACLES. The middle of a story begins with the character taking the first action toward achieving the objective and promptly running into obstacles. The middle continues through the character's various efforts to overcome the obstacles until there is a crisis where it seems the character faces disaster and cannot possibly reach the objective. The middle part of a story ends on this high crisis.
 The third “O”: OUTCOME. The ending part of a story starts with the character making a final desperate effort to overcome this ultimate obstacle to snatch victory from defeat, and to reach the objective. [FN24]
Roddy's first “O” corresponds to the exposition. His second “O” comprises the rising action and the climax. His third “O” comprises the falling action and the denouement.
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Figure 1
 *117 Figure 1 illustrates the formula. The vertical Y axis represents the probability that the protagonist will achieve his goal. The horizontal X axis indicates minutes elapsed since the beginning of the movie. After the exposition, the rising action comprises three instances in which success appears likely, only to be undercut by an obstacle--perhaps the same obstacle, more often by a series of different obstacles. Then comes the crisis or climax, during most of which success appears nearly impossible, only to become nearly certain because of some trait of the character. The dénouement wraps things up, diminishing the success.
These prescriptions for effective narrative are templates for good storytelling, not detailed blueprints for creation. Writing good narrative is art, not engineering. Each subplot and character has its own arc of exposition, complication, climax, and denouement. In effective narrative, these are intertwined and unfold at their own pace. In every case, characters must have goals and objectives that consumers can relate to, positively or negatively. They must confront obstacles that they must overcome if they are to realize their goals. The outcome must be in doubt--there must be suspense. Consumers must progressively be pulled into the story and the characters' lives as suspense builds. Some kind of resolution must occur or be promised in future episodes.
Suspending resolution is, of course, the key to serialization or, more mundanely, the end of the chapter in a novel, a scene in a play, or a movie. Each episode in a serial and each of these transition points in longer works must leave enough matters unresolved that the audience cares about to induce them to watch the next episode, read the next chapter of a novel, or stay for the next act of a play (good manners keep theater goers in their seats for the next scene in an act).
Considerable opposition and disdain exists, of course, with respect to “formulaic fiction.” [FN25] Some of the most highly respected novels, movies, and plays do not honor the structure for storytelling sketched in this section. It also may be that the popularity of story-free YouTube videos proves that a robust segment of the public does not want traditional narrative structure. But most video entertainment does follow traditional prescriptions for effective storytelling, as do most best-selling novels. Consumers are comfortable when *118 they know what to expect. [FN26]
It is analogous to the relationship between popular music--rock, folk, country--and highbrow Twentieth Century Music. Tonal harmony and Bach's concepts of counterpoint are not superior to Schoenberg's or Stravinski's, but tonal harmony is more popular.
The thesis of this article is simply that indie moviemakers can expect to attract a broader audience for their work if they follow well-understood and well-recognized principles of story construction. Segments of video entertainment, such as most of YouTube and most videogames, that have not yet discovered narrative structure, will gain mainstream audiences as they embrace it.
B. Hypothetical application
Imagine a narrative about a horserace. Exposition is necessary so that consumers know that it is a horserace, and become interested in a particular horse and its jockey. The goal may be obvious--to win the race--but it may also be unconventional and therefore more interesting--perhaps to avoid injury to the horse even though winning the race must be sacrificed in the process. Skipping directly from the exposition to the end would be unsatisfying; obstacles to achievement of the goal must appear: a strong challenge from another horse and jockey; impending injury to the horse. The challenge must increase in intensity and the protagonist must struggle to overcome it in multiple ways. This is the rising action. The climax occurs when the protagonist and the challenger are neck-and-neck approaching the finish line, or when the protagonist horse is obviously lame and its jockey must decide whether to abandon the race or to use the whip in the hope of winning despite the lameness. The falling action relates what happens after the climax is past--crowds and boyfriends cheering victory or showing disappointment at a loss. The denouement portrays the wreath of victory bestowed on the winning horse and jockey, or the lame horse nuzzling its jockey to express appreciation and love for his choice in sparing the horse further injury.
The horserace narrative might have subplots, of course, say a budding romance involving the jockey--or the horse--or an evildoer who causes the injury to the horse. The suspense of the rising action for these subplots and their climaxes might coincide with the rising action and climax for the major plot, or *119 they might diverge. Conventionally, however, the denouement must resolve every plot line that has been put in motion.
C. Application in a well-known work: Bambi
Analysis of Walt Disney's animated movie Bambi, an audiovisual work with a story that ends happily, reveals the sequential elements of narrative.
In Bambi, the first forty-two minutes provide exposition. Bambi and his mother are introduced and his dependency on her shows in a variety of settings. The playfulness of Bambi with his animal friends, each of whom has a distinct personality, is highlighted. The dominant stag, “the Great Prince,” is introduced, along with Bambi's awe of him--“He stopped and looked at me,” Bambi says to his mother. [FN27] All of the characters are interesting appealing, and life-like caricatures of stereotypical species: owls, rabbits, birds, ducks, and frogs.
Play in the woods and meadow is interspersed toward the end of this section with warnings of danger by Bambi's mother, reinforced by two instances of Bambi and the Mother not being able to find each other. Tension builds as gunfire is heard and all the animals flee. [FN28] The Great Prince appears while Bambi is looking for his mother and says, “Your mother can't be with you anymore; come, my son.” [FN29] This part of the exposition identifies Bambi's objective and his major obstacle: to live a happy life without his mother.
The rising action begins as Spring comes again. [FN30] A teenage Bambi appears [FN31] (now with a set of antlers), comes across the owl, and reunites with somewhat older Thumper (the rabbit) and Flower (the skunk). They introduce him to the idea of romance.
Bambi encounters Faline, the doe that he met during his childhood. [FN32] Bambi is at first shy, but then, he and Faline draw closer. Another young stag appears on the scene. [FN33] Bambi and the other young stag engage in a clumsy fight. [FN34] Bambi prevails and wins the girl. [FN35] Bambi and Faline romp around together. She kisses him.
 *120 They sleep together in their den in the winter or fall. Something wakes Bambi and he investigates, finding a human campfire. Background music suggests danger. The Great Prince appears and says, “It is man; we must go deep into the forest.” [FN36]
Faline wakes up and misses Bambi. [FN37] She goes looking for him. Bambi returns and can't find Faline. Birds panic, fly, and get shot. All the other animals run, narrowly escaping gunshots. [FN38]
The rising action leads quickly to a prolonged climax. Hunting dogs see Faline and start chasing her. [FN39] She is cornered by the dogs and repeatedly calls for Bambi. Bambi arrives, attacks the dogs with hooves and antlers, and cries for Faline to run. The dogs pursue, but fall back in a rockslide.
Bambi is shot. [FN40]
The campfire starts a forest fire, and all the animals flee the fire [FN41] The Great Prince approaches Bambi and says, “Get up! You must get up!” Bambi gets up, just ahead of the fire. [FN42] Bambi and the Great Prince try to escape, but the fire blocks their way multiple times; burning trees fall, narrowly missing them.
They jump down a waterfall to escape the biggest burning tree. [FN43] We do not know what happens to them. While the animals nurse their wounded, Faline looks for Bambi.
The falling action shows Bambi and the Great Prince swimming up to where Faline is standing, and Bambi is reunited with Faline [FN44]
Sunlight emerges in the forest. Thumper wakes up the owl. “It's happened,” the other animals say to each other and to the owl. The animals rush together to some destination--presumably to where “it happened.” [FN45]
Faline has two fawns. [FN46]
In the denouement, Bambi and the Great Prince look down from the top of a cliff; the Great Prince leaves Bambi to survey his entire domain with pride. [FN47]
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